A Perfect Destination for Your Summer Internship

Host of the spectacular Commonwealth Games in 2014, Glasgow boasts a rich cultural tapestry that students can immerse themselves in. Dive into the city’s lively music and comedy scene, with numerous venues showcasing talent from every corner. Beyond its urban charm, Glasgow is a hub for national and international companies, offering valuable work experience opportunities. Unwind in the city’s lush parks or embark on a journey to the breathtaking Highlands, all within easy reach from this dynamic Scottish metropolis.

INDUSTRY SECTOR IN GLASGOW

Gain unparalleled work experience in Scotland’s cultural capital, Glasgow, where you’ll be matched with a Scottish company relevant to your skills, interests, and more.*

**Business and Finance**
Business development, recruitment, and HR:
+ Stafffinders
+ Inspiring Scotland
+ Financial Institutions

**Law, Politics, NGOs, and Governing Bodies**
Government, non-governmental, organizations, and advocacy groups:
+ The Scottish Parliament
+ The Scottish Government
+ Inspiring Scotland

**Marketing**
Within agencies or departments of companies:
+ Equator
+ Inspiring Scotland
+ Blackthorne
+ Flourish

**Life Sciences**
Research and development:
+ Strathclyde University
+ Blackthorne

**Startups, Incubators, Accelerators, and Hubs**
E-learning, FinTech, Apps, and E-commerce:
+ Collabor8te

*I love Glasgow – it’s a hidden gem where the people are so friendly, there is so much to do and see, and I have learned so much.*

*These companies are examples of previous partnerships and cannot be guaranteed for internship placement.*